Ultrasensitive protein detection using lithographically defined Si multi-nanowire field effect transistors
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Low-doped silicon multi-nanowire field effect transistors with high ON/OFF ratio over 10⁷ and a low subthreshold swing of 60–120 mV dec⁻¹ are fabricated using lithographic semiconductor processes. The use of multi-nanowires instead of a single nanowire as sensing elements has shown improved device uniformity and stability in buffer solutions. The device stability is further improved with surface silanization and biasing with a solution gate rather than a backgate. pH sensing with a linear response over a range of 2–9 is achieved using these devices. Selective detection of bovine serum albumin at concentrations as low as 0.1 femtomolar is demonstrated.

Electrically biased bio-sensors using functionalized silicon nanowires, carbon nanotubes, and metal oxide nanowires are emerging as powerful tools to quantify biochemical markers of low abundance with high sensitivity, which is critical to many disciplines in life sciences and healthcare, from disease diagnosis to drug discovery, as well as environmental monitoring and bioterrorism. The advantages of nanowire biosensors include ultra-sensitivity, label-free and real-time detection, and small form factor. The high sensitivity is attributed to small diameters of nanowires which are comparable to the device Debye length and size of biomolecules. For small nanowires, the entire channel can be fully modulated by binding of a small number of biomolecules. Although sensing of low concentrations of proteins has been demonstrated with single nanowire field effect transistors (NW-FETs), achieving device uniformity/reproducibility and stability in solution remains a challenge, making it difficult for applications involving complex biological samples e.g. whole blood, serum, and saliva. Device uniformity and reliability are important for the practical use of sensor arrays and for repeated sensing.

Device uniformity and reliability strongly depend on intrinsic device properties, fabrication techniques, and integrity of the bio–abio interface. One factor that may be overlooked in the field is the doping effect on intrinsic device properties. Studies have shown that low level channel doping is important to achieve high sensitivity and has been widely used. Unfortunately, because of a small volume of nanowire, low doping causes random variations in device performance due to the random arrangement of discrete dopants. This is known as discrete dopant fluctuation, i.e., inconsistent distribution of dopants from wire-to-wire. Device reproducibility is also related to fabrication techniques. For example, with chemically synthesized nanowires, it is difficult to have precise control of the nanowire size, doping uniformity, defects, and alignment on surfaces for device integration. As a result, the device-to-device variations are large. Recently, several groups have reported the use of CMOS compatible top-down lithography such as e-beam lithography (EBL) to make nanowires with well-controlled geometry and properties. However, these devices using single nanowires with low doping are still subject to the aforementioned discrete doping effects and instability in solutions.

Here, we report the use of EBL defined multiple Si nanowires (multi-SiNWs) in parallel configuration as sensing elements, together with improved interface and solution biasing to significantly improve the device stability and reliability while maintaining a high sensitivity. Previously, high-density SiNW arrays have been used for biosensing. The reason of using NW arrays is due to their fabrication process of using superlattice nanowire pattern (SNAP) transfer or grating mold in nanoimprint. However, our rationale of explicitly using multi-NWs as a sensing element instead of a single NW is aimed to reduce discrete dopant fluctuation. We found that multi-SiNW FETs provide less performance variations and better stability in comparison with single nanowire FETs fabricated on the same chip using the same process, since multi-SiNWs accumulate and average the signal outputs of individual nanowires, making them less sensitive to discrete dopant fluctuations and interference from the environment. Moreover, multiple-wires offer higher drive current to...
improve the signal-to-noise ratio and reduce the complexity of readout circuits. We also found that using solution gate biasing to replace the traditional backgate configuration results in better stability and lower threshold voltage ($V_t$). Self-assembled monolayer (SAM) coatings can protect the gate oxide from ion penetration and interaction with buffer solution, leading to lower leakage current and much less device degradation. As a result of these improvements, we demonstrate stable multi-SiNW FETs in buffer solution. After specific surface functionalization, we show pH sensing with a linear response over a range of 2–9, and selective detection of bovine serum albumin (BSA) proteins at concentrations as low as ~0.1 femtomolar (fM).

The multi-SiNW FET devices are fabricated by e-beam lithography followed by reactive-ion-etching of an active silicon layer on silicon on insulator (SOI) substrates.26 As shown in Fig. 1a, the devices are then packaged with on-chip microfluidic channels. p-Type SOI wafers with a 70 nm top Si layer (doped with boron at $10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$) were cleaned with piranha (1 : 3 volume ratio of 30% H$_2$O$_2$ and 98% H$_2$SO$_4$), SC1 (1 : 1 : 5 volume ratio of 30% H$_2$O$_2$, 28% NH$_4$OH and H$_2$O) and SC2 (1 : 1 : 5 of 30% H$_2$O$_2$, 37% HCl and H$_2$O) solutions for 10 minutes, respectively. Then microscale Si pads were made with Cl$_2$ plasma etching (bias power of 150 W, rf power of 50 W at 5 mTorr pressure using an Oerlikon ICP etcher). The source and drain pads were then highly doped with phosphorus ($10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$) to form source/drain (S/D) junctions and facilitate low contact resistance. SiNWs were obtained by transferring e-beam defined hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) lines using a two-step Cl$_2$ plasma etching.26 3–6 nm thick thermal oxide was formed on Si in a furnace at 900 °C. Metal contacts were fabricated by deposition of Ti/Al metal layers onto S/D pads. To avoid possible electrochemical reaction during sensing, the metal pads were fully passivated with 170 nm thick Si$_3$N$_4$. Finally, the devices were annealed in forming gas (10% hydrogen in nitrogen) at ~450 °C for 30 minutes to make reliable metal/silicon ohmic contact and to minimize the interface states and fixed charges in the gate oxide. The sensing setup was

Fig. 1  (a) Schematic diagram of the multi-SiNW bio-FETs with an integrated PDMS fluidic channel, Ag/AgCl wire as a solution gate, and Si substrate as a backgate; (b) a picture of an assembled multi-SiNW FET sensing platform; (c) schematic of surface functionalization of SiNWs with TESU and anti-BSA (Not drawn in scale) and (d) SEM image of a multi-SiNW FET device containing 25 nanowires (50 nm in width) in parallel connected to source and drain (Ti/Al) pads.
designed and assembled as shown in Fig. 1a and b. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) with a micro-machined fluidic channel and inlet/outlet ports was aligned and brought into contact with the SiNW chip and sealed using a mechanical clamp. The fluidic channel is 500 μm wide, 1.1 cm long, and 500 μm in height. The flowing rate was set at 5 ml h⁻¹, and there are about ~1000 target biomolecules flowing over the sensor per second at 1 fM analyte concentration. A metal wire (Ag/AgCl) was inserted through the biomolecules flowing over the sensor per second at 1 fM analyte concentration. A metal wire (Ag/AgCl) was inserted through the biotinylated avidin-coated glass slide into the PDMS channel to monitor the device performance and reliability.

Nanowires were silanized with aldehyde terminated silanes. These aldehyde groups were employed to anchor antibody molecules. The electron microscopic (SEM) image of twenty-five nanowires in parallel, connected to TiAl pads. Using lithography, the geometry and placement of these nanowires can be precisely controlled. Because of using multiple instead of single nanowires in the FETs, the drive current is much higher, which allows us to use long nanowires (20–80 μm) and large sensing area to increase bimolecular binding from solution. The long nanowire also allows the use of a thicker passivation layer and microfluidic channel construction. Previous work of lithographic nanowires mostly uses short and single nanowires. Therefore we represent a different sensor design to achieve the similar sensitivity. The Si substrate underneath the nanowires was used as the backgate to measure the \( I_d-V_g \) curves. The low gate leaking current, \(~10^{-11}\) A, high ON/OFF ratio of \( >10^8 \), subthreshold swings as low as 60–100 mV dec⁻¹, and electron mobility of \( >350 \text{ cm}^2 \text{ V}^{-1} \text{ s} \) are obtained.

As we have pointed out earlier, achieving device stability and high performance in buffer solutions is vitally important for using NW-FETs in biosensing. The high salt concentration in solution poses a challenge for the device stability since mobile ion contamination is known as a constant threat to semiconductor device performance and reliability. Time-dependent instability was widely observed in previous NW biosensors. Here we investigate the device performance in buffer solutions and their stability for different numbers of nanowires as well as various surface and bias conditions. Single nanowire FETs (same process on the same chip with multi-NW FETs) show instability and high noise in \( I_d-V_g \) curves when exposed to solution for even a short time. Fig. 2a shows \( I_d-V_g \) curves of a single nanowire tested multiple times (length = 35 μm, width = 50 nm) in a buffer solution with solution gate. The \( I_d-V_g \) curve shifted uncontrollably and the device broke down in the second scan when \( I_d \) was larger than \( I_g \). In fact, many single-NW devices broke down during the initial scan in the buffer solution. In comparison, Fig. 2b shows results of a multi-NW device (length = 50 μm, width = 50 nm, thickness = 30 nm) tested multiple times in different solutions. The device shows consistent stability in different concentrations of buffer solutions. The slight shifts of the \( I-V \) curves are due to the surface charge screening effects induced by different salt concentrations of the solutions. Moreover, from the perspective of device fabrication, we found the yield for single nanowire devices (<25% for 50 devices) is much lower than that of multi-NW devices (>75% for 100 devices) even when they were fabricated on the same chips with the same processes.

In addition to the number of nanowires, our experiments also show that both device performance and stability strongly depend on the gate biasing, e.g., biasing at the Si substrate underneath nanowires (backgate) vs. biasing through an electrode in the solution (solution gate). Fig. 3a shows the comparison of device \( I_d-V_g \) curves in the buffer solution under backgate and solution gate biasing. For both biasing conditions, the device shows a similar ON/OFF ratio of \(~10^8\) and a similar subthreshold swing (109 and 121 mV dec⁻¹ for back and solution gates, respectively). These results indicate good integrity of the dielectric (stable Si/SiO$_2$ interface) and successful passivation of metal pads. The biasing configuration (backgate or solution gate) does not have strong effects on the device subthreshold swing (SS), which is expressed as the following equation: SS = \((\ln 10)(kT/q)[(C_{ox} + C_{D})/C_{ox}]) = 59.3(1 + C_D/C_{ox})\), where \( kT \) is the thermal energy at room temperature; \( C_{ox} \) is the gate-oxide capacitance and \( C_D \) is the depletion layer capacitance. For our NW-FET geometry, \( C_D \) is significantly smaller than the \( C_{ox} \) for both backgate and solution gate configurations, and therefore the device SS is not affected by the biasing configurations. The first major difference between solution gate and backgate we have observed is the \( I_d \), 1.7 V for solution gate and 3.7 V for backgate. Smaller \( V_d \) for solution gate is due to the thinner gate oxide (6 nm) compared to the buried oxide (BOX) of 145 nm. Low \( V_d \) allows low biasing voltage which is helpful to maintain the stability during sensing since high gate voltage can potentially degrade the Si/SiO$_2$ interface. The second difference is that when the backgate bias was applied, we never got time-dependent stable current under constant gate biasing. As shown in Fig. 3b, the drain current drops dramatically (within 5 minutes), inhibiting the use for biosensing. However, when the solution gate was employed to bias the devices, the drain current was stable for at least 2 hours, which is critical for reliable biosensing. Others also reported baseline current instability for backgate biasing. We believe this time-dependent instability may likely be attributed to the large capacitive coupling between solution in the microfluidic channel and the backgate, and possibly the pinhole defects in the BOX layer.

We have also found that the SAMs anchored on the SiO$_2$ serve as not only a linker for antibody immobilization but also a protective layer to prevent the direct contact of the buffer solution with oxide surfaces. We found this silanization process of the device surfaces using SAMs reduces device degradation. Fig. 4a shows the device performance without SAM coating before and after solution gate bias at 0.7 V for 30 minutes in the buffer solution (0.1 mM phosphate buffer solution or PBS/0.1 mM NaCl). The gate current increases dramatically about three orders. In comparison, after the device surfaces are silanized with 11-(triethoxysilyl)undecanal (TESU) molecules, the gate current remains nearly the same even after biasing at 0.7 V for 130 minutes (Fig. 4b). The improved device stability is attributed to the protection of gate oxide surfaces by the hydrophobic silane from salty water contact and erosion, as proven by our FTIR analysis (ESI†, Fig. S1).
To demonstrate sensing with the multi-SiNW FETs, we first studied the pH sensing in a range of 2–9. As shown in Fig. 1a, a flow-through microfluidic system was used for sample delivery. We used buffer solutions with high salt concentration (10 mM PBS, 0.1 M NaCl) to eliminate the possible effects of the variation of ion concentration for different pH values. Since a lot of previous work used SiO$_2$ directly as a sensing element in ion sensitive FETs (ISFETs), here we investigate pH sensing using devices with and without SAM coating. The devices were biased at the strong inversion region for high current during pH sensing to cover a wide pH range. Even though the gate leakage current is high for devices without SAMs, the drain current is considerably higher than the leakage current, allowing us to perform pH sensing using the device without SAMs as a comparison.
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**Fig. 2** (a) $I_D-V_g$ curves for single nanowire device (length = 35 μm, width = 50 nm) with multi-scans in the buffer solution (1 mM NaCl/1 mM PBS, pH 7.4) and (b) $I_D-V_g$ curves for multi-SiNW FETs (length = 50 μm, width = 50 nm, number = 50) in different concentration of buffer solutions. The device shows stable high performance.
shows the device conductance during sequential injection of solutions with varying pH values (2–9 with discrete step of 1) for multi-SiNW FETs without SAMs. The result shows that the device is only sensitive to the solution pH in a range of 5–11. In addition, the drain current steps are not stable for fixed pH values, which may be due to the aforementioned unstable performance of devices without SAM protection.

For another multi-SiNW FET, the SiO₂ surface was modified with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES). Previous work has shown APTES coated ISFET provides linear response to pH which is different from bare SiO₂.¹ We also observe linear response of the drain current with pH values ranging from 2.0 to 9.0, which is shown in Fig. 5b. The drain current for the same pH solution is stable due to protection of gate oxide by the APTES.

Fig. 3 Comparison of device performance and stability in the buffer solution (10 mM PBS, pH 7.4) with backgate vs. solution gate biasing: (a) $I_d-V_g$ curves of the same device containing 50 nanowires with a width of 160 nm and a length of 80 μm under backgate and solution gate biasing and (b) time-dependent current stability ($I_d$-time curve) with backgate vs. solution gate biasing for the same device.
Fig. 4  $I_d-V_g$ curves and gate leakage current ($I_g$) of multi-SiNW FETs in the buffer solution (0.1 mM PBS/0.1 mM NaCl, pH 7.4): (a) device without SAM surface coating on NWs with one min vs. 30 min in solution under fixed solution gate biasing at 0.7 V for sensing; the device contains 50 nanowires with a length of 50 $\mu$m and a width of 23 nm and (b) device with TESU surface coating on NWs with one min vs. 130 min in solution under fixed solution gate biasing at 0.7 V. The device contains 25 nanowires with a length of 50 $\mu$m and a width of 45 nm.
The mechanism of NW-FETs (or ISFET in general) response to ions has been intensively discussed in literatures. The linear relation between the nanowire surface potential ($\phi_0$) and solution pH is responsible for the linear pH response since the drain current is directly proportional to the surface potential. The pH sensitivity of ISFET can be expressed as:

$$\frac{\delta \phi_0}{\delta pH} = -2.3 \frac{kT}{q} \alpha$$

where $k$ is the Boltzmann constant; $T$ is the absolute temperature; $C_{dl}$ is the differential double-layer capacitance; and $\beta_{int}$ is the intrinsic surface buffer capacity of the dielectric material surface (SiO$_2$ for bare device). The pH sensing indicates the Id is linear to $D_{pH}$ when the SiO$_2$ surface is modified with amino groups. From the $I_d$–$V_g$ and $I_d$–pH curves, the relative surface potential changes $\Delta \phi_0$ (reference to data point at pH 2.0) were extracted, as shown in Fig. 5c. It clearly shows a linear correlation between the surface potential and $\Delta pH$ (~50 mV per pH), indicating APTES coated surface has a constant $\alpha$ value (~0.85) in eqn 2. In contrast, the surface potential vs. solution pH relationship for devices without SAMs is not linear, indicating that $\alpha$ is a variable factor, e.g. ~0.07 at low pH and ~0.93 for high pH. This study is consistent with previous experimental and theoretical studies on bare SiO$_2$ and APTES modified SiO$_2$ materials.

Most importantly for us, the pH sensing results prove that the multi-SiNW FETs with SAM coating are reliable platforms for sensing the surface charge, which is a key checkpoint before we perform protein detection.

Our motivation for developing stable SiNW bioFETs is to detect proteins in solution. As discussed earlier, protein detection at ultralow concentrations such as fM in solution is critical for early diagnostics of many diseases. In biosensing, the limit of detection (LOD), defined as the lowest detectable molar concentration of proteins, is used as a primary measure of sensitivity. Previously, LOD at the fM level has been demonstrated by single-SiNW devices. Here we investigate the sensitivity and LOD of multi-SiNW-FET devices under measurable signal-to-noise ratios. Although we aim to detect disease-signature biomarkers eventually, BSA protein was used in this study as a target with carbonate anhydrase (CA) as the interferent since they are widely used in the literature and both proteins have a similar charge.

Different from pH sensing, where proton concentration is high ($1 \times 10^{-10}$ M and $1 \times 10^{-2}$ M for pH 10 and 2, respectively), protein detection at low concentrations (~fM) requires higher device sensitivity. Therefore we biased our device at the subthreshold ($V_g < V_t$) region to maximize the device sensitivity. The nanowire surfaces were first treated with piranha solution for 15 seconds to obtain clean and hydrophilic surfaces. Then the device surfaces were silanized by immersion of the device in a TESU solution (1% in anhydrous toluene) for 10 hours, followed by rinsing with toluene. Anti-BSA was immobilized onto the nanowire surfaces by the dipping of TESU functionalized devices in 50 $\mu$g ml$^{-1}$ anti-BSA buffer solution (10
mM PBS, 10 mM NaCl, 5 mM NaBH₃CN) for about 5 hours. The un-reacted aldehyde groups were passivated with ethanol-amine under similar conditions. These functionalized surfaces have been demonstrated by FTIR, AFM and contact angle measurements (ESI†, Fig. S1). Here we are using TESU instead of 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl aldehyde (TMSPA, a popular SAM in most previous work) as a protein linker because we found that TESU/SiO₂ is more stable than the TMSPA/SiO₂ surface. To ensure the target molecules can be detected, we used a low salt concentration buffer solution, 10 μM NaCl/10 mM PBS, which allows a Debye length >30 nm to avoid shielding effects. To prove detection of BSA at the fM level, control experiments have been performed carefully. First, we have demonstrated the device without surface functionalization (SAMs and antibodies) is inert to the BSA proteins (ESI†, Fig. S2). Then the sensing of BSA was carried out with the anti-BSA anchored multi-SiNW FETs.

Fig. 6a shows the conductance changes of the NW devices when various solutions were injected. All curves have a similar baseline conductance of ~800 nS and they are discretely shown in the figure with the same scale for better visibility and comparison. First, we show the delivery of multiple pure buffer solutions without proteins does not cause conductance change. When various concentrations of BSA, 0.13 fM, 0.25 fM, and 0.5 fM BSA solutions, were delivered to the sensor, we observed decreases of nanowire conductance. The magnitude of the conductance change increases monotonically with the protein concentration. Since the BSA solution has a pH value of 7.4 which is higher than the isoelectric point (PI) of BSA (~5.0), the negative charges of BSA cause more depletion of electron carriers in the nanowires and decrease of device conductance for n-channel NW-FETs. The drain current recovers to the baseline as expected when the device is flushed with a buffer solution that removes the binding of BSA. It shows that the binding is reversible and the detection is repeatable. In order to demonstrate the BSA sensing is selective, 100 fM CA was delivered to the device surface and no drain current decrease was detected, which indicate CA protein does not bind to anti-BSA enough to cause a measurable signal. We also delivered a mixture solution of 0.5 fM BSA and 100 fM CA onto the device, which shows a slightly larger signal compared with pure 0.5 fM BSA sensing. For the lowest LOD, our experiment shows that 0.13 fM BSA solution can generate a measurable conductance decrease with a signal-noise ratio of ~3. Moreover, we performed similar tests for largely varied protein concentrations to study the dynamic range of detection. As shown in Fig. 6b, the sensitivity (ΔG/ΔG) is monotonically proportional to the BSA concentration for values from 0.1 fM to 1 pM. The control experiments using CA show that for the same ΔG/ΔG, e.g. 2%, the specificity of BSA concentration over CA concentration is ~5 orders of magnitude larger. The systematic tests of protein detection in buffer solutions show that with improved stability, multi-SiNW FETs are capable of selective detection of protein with LODs of sub-fM. We believe this attributes to the small SS of the devices and also the use of parallel multiple low-doped Si nanowires as stable sensing elements to allow attachment of a small number of proteins to modulate the entire conducting channel.

The detection time of our sensors is in seconds (~10 seconds), which is similar to other reported studies.²²⁻³⁸⁻³⁹ This short response time does not comply to the classic binding-affinity based model (thermodynamic diffusion of protein to sensing elements), which suggests much longer times (~hours) to reach the equilibrium protein concentration at the sensor surface at the fM level. This discrepancy on detection time (3 orders of magnitude difference) for nanowire biosensors has been widely reported between experimental observation (seconds to minutes) and simulation results (~hours).⁴⁰ We believe one major reason is the strong effect of applied electric fields on the dynamic transport of biomolecules, which can reduce the detection time by orders of magnitudes.⁴⁰ Here we show a preliminary study of...
biomolecule transportation to the nanowire device surface under applied electric field using numerical simulation with the Brownian adhesion dynamic model together with consideration of electrokinetics. Fig. 7 shows the simulated random trajectories of a charged biomolecule (e.g., protein) under pure Brownian motion (BM), and BM with electrokinetic effect (electrostatics and electroosmosis flow) for the exact geometry and architecture of our sensor. The initial position of the biomolecule in both cases is (100, 60, 100) in a domain of size 370 × 200 × 200 μm, similar to the protein density around fM concentration. In Fig. 7a, due to the randomness of the Brownian motion, biomolecules would travel around the whole domain before they get bonded with the nanowire sensor, thus the detection process takes a long time (at least a few hours). However, electrokinetic effects such as electrophoresis and electroosmosis can help biomolecules to concentrate near the sensor region and significantly improve the possibility of protein reaching the nanowire surface, which decrease the detection time dramatically to tens of seconds, as shown in Fig. 7b. A detailed model of the biosensing process at ultralow concentration with electrokinetic effect considered is described elsewhere.41

In summary, we have demonstrated fabrication of high-performance low-doped Si multi-NW FETs with long channel using a lithographic MOSFET process. These transistors show good uniformity, high ON/OFF ratio and small subthreshold swing. The use of multi-nanowires rather than single nanowire as sensing elements enables high device uniformity and stability in buffer solutions. The device stability is further improved with surface silanization and solution biasing rather than conventional backgate biasing. The devices have shown reliable pH sensing with excellent linearity and selective detection of BSA protein with a detection limit about 0.1 fM concentration. We believe the combination of high stability and high sensitivity by the multi-nanowire FETs is highly promising for label-free, real-time, and low cost biosensing applications.
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